Women in Archaeology Forum Blog

There are so many varied and wonderful stories out there of women who have succeeded in archaeology -- sometimes against all odds. I believe that to grow professional women in Archaeology it is important that we take the moment to listen to these stories. So, this is our 'Story Court' -- a forum where we can tell our stories. A place to share. A place to grow. A place to network. Not all stories will reflect the same choices, but all stories will reflect brave women who have endeavored to pursue passion and interest; women who have engaged, who have promoted the fields of Anthropology & Archaeology and who have made choices that suited their needs and the circumstances of their time.

Join us in sharing your story at http://womeninarchaeology.blogspot.com/ so that when we come together in January on Amelia Island for the first Women in Archaeology Forum, we arrive with a rich tapestry of stories -- a strong foundation on which to build. Please share your story to help all of us, young and old, understand who we are and help us chart a path of where women can go in this abundant field of study.

Cheers, Sheli O. Smith